
HOW TO WRITE A WEDDING SPEECH

How to Write a Wedding Speech. For most people, their wedding day will be among the most important days of their
lives. As such, it is.

The high-level pointers for the best man speech are: Humor is a must Memorable stories of the groom
Memorable stories of the couple Funny one-liners. Now, it's all great and well that Kimmy loves Erik, whoo
hoo and all that. Finally, the groom has to show some love for his new wife, dedicating a portion of his speech
to her. Know your audience Think about who is in the room and how much detail people need to know. Just
keep in mind: It's about them, not you! He kicked ass at being the my man of honor. State the obvious Yes,
everyone may have said that the bride and the bridesmaids look beautiful and her mother must be proud and
the groom is a lucky man. Save the gritty, grubby and incriminating stories for people who'll adore them at the
bar afterwards. Hey, we don't all have to best pals with the people our friends marry. Then acknowledge the
introducer who spoke before you. Being asked to deliver a wedding speech should be an honor, in theory.
What is your best speech-writing advice? Use your common sense. Practice until you look good, until you can
watch yourself in the mirror â€” and ultimately look at the audience â€” while speaking. Erik, you will always
be the Frodo to my Sam. And yes. That means having a strong opener and a strong closer. I love the both of
you together. Throw together a multi-media experience to be projected during the reception. I love the both of
you. Do not give a wedding toast if you're drunk. Everybody wants to know what the groom has to say. Do
they have cute nicknames for each other? MORE: How to get the perfect wedding photos - tips from a
celebrity wedding photographer 4. Related Post Toasts: the wedding tradition that could probably just die and
no one would care Sometimes we gossip with our wedding industry vendor friends. Don't cut all the niceties
from the toast because you find them boring and want more time to tell your jokes! Created with Sketch. What
occurs to you about their union? Like this story? Leave out stories of drunken nights or exes. Because, let's
face it: distilling a lifetime of memories into a tight three minutes that won't make granny blush is hard. We
just wanted to put our all into it and have fun. This should go beyond the standard, "Oh, and doesn't the bride
look lovely tonight! Were you involved when the bride and groom met? And then work from there to format
the toast and fill in the details. But that Kimmy loves ME? Leave out all profanities or jokes that are on the
obscene or offensive lines.


